Favored Bird Fresh

Undefeated Biddle Eleven Clashes With Clemson Fresh

The widely-heralded Carolina freshmen will test their wrath this afternoon on the Tiger Cubs of Clemson who were returned the losers last year. Both teams are defending unscathed in the state race and high emotion over the tilt is evident.

The game which starts at 1 o'clock on Melton Field will display a collection of all-state high school stars who have been herded in from all parts of the state. These boys will compromise the future fair game athletes and their potential strength will be taxed to the utmost in this "little classic" of the State Fair Week.

Clemson probably has one of the best backfields ever to play in South Carolina but the last and slighty Cub eleven is expected to give them the fright of the party.

Both teams have been practicing for weeks and the players are reported in top condition for the game.

The Clemson team has played only one game so far this season but Coach Bob Jones's charges defeated Erskine in that game 0-6.

The Biddles have played two games, winning both of them to enter this week's game undefeated. They overcame Newberry 28-0 and later skullered a close one over C. C. T. 6-0.

The Clemson backfield backs have been well trained and they promise the Carolina Biddles' heavy back four plenty of trouble this afternoon. Rudy Davis, Watson McGee, Gene Arnold, Phil Chavis and John Waddle have proved themselves good running men.

The line will be credited with stars such as John McLean, Carl Black, George Ewbank and Alonzo Carlisle. The tackles will be held down by Pete Snyder, Tom Moore, Bill Wise and "Fat" Gates.

The Carolina fresh have galaxy of stars from Ohio and all points west. They also have many local stars such as Ed Clary of Gaffney, "Lil" and "Big" Darrel of Greenville, J. R. Harrison of Brookland-Cayce and Jim Mann of Bamberg County.

The winner cannot be judged by the outcome of the games that have been played but even the results from these tilts give both teams an edge in this chance in the game. Carolina will have the advantage in weight and speed but Clemson's last-standing team is expected to pull up tight.

The Biddles was a little too sure of the outcome of the P. C. game and were almost upset in a hard fought game but the team is aware of the high caliber of the men they are playing today and will be on their guard. As a result, one of the closest and hardest fought games is history between these two institutions should be fought.

The winner of this game will prob-ably be the state champion unless there is a great reverse in form of the other teams in the state. The game, the coaching, the publicity, and the fight for the state title should make this one of the most interesting games of the season.

The newly elected cheer leaders for Carolina's freshmen team will be dressed for the first time. They will be led by John Campbell and will be divided up into two groups, five to a group. The first section which will lead the cheers during the first half is composed of John Campbell, Billy Spence, Carter Porter, Charles Owen and Jim Biddle. The second group will be composed of Sarah Harrison, Iris Douglass, Frankie Hooper, Virginia Shoobler, and Sarah Alfeyon. This group will perform during the last part of the game.

The first game was held in the university's second year since 1913 with the Cubs winning 7 contests compared to 5 victories for the Biddles. The only tie game fought between the two institutions was played in 1925 when they played a scoreless deadlock.

Such words of praise from an experienced sports writer as Mr. Cauthen is something to be proud of and the Carolina team deserves the recognition. If the Biddle Eleven can reach the heights in the Clemson contest that it did in the Clemson engagement, one of the best games in the history of the State Fair Classic should follow.

Where's George?

Step out from the Crowd

Step up the quality of your personal appearance in Carolina. Carolina apparel shows your individual Measure. Carolina apparel is the guarantee that genuine satisfaction, faultless fits -- and comfort, identified with all garments made by us.

We have any number of smart, distinctive fashions to please your eye and your purse. Come in.

BOYD JOHNSON No. 12 Arenta Bldg.

Boxing Coach Issues Call

Candidates To Report

Coach Frankie DeMars is sending out his last call for candidates for the coming season. Beginning Monday, October 28, candidates are expected to report every day for training. There are only a few days left before the season begins, so it is imperative for all who are considering the sport to report as early as possible.

The candidates will be tested in a variety of ways to determine their suitability for the sport. The tests will include a physical examination, a skills assessment, and a fitness evaluation. Those who are selected will be given the opportunity to train with the Carolina boxing team and will be expected to attend all team practices and competitions.

Where's George?

Marshall

A modest chap in George, but he knows how to boost his image when he goes at Marshall's. These fine two-points knits are specially priced at $25.00.

To be in the swing, shop at MARRION'S at 1365 Main Street.

Coat Style

With Zipper All Way Down

Yoke Back, Belted Back, Flared Back, Flared Coat $4.00

Pullover Style

With Belted Back, Flared Back, Yoke Back

$3.00

McGregor Sweaters

R. E. G. VICTOR RADIO LATEST RECORDS

R. E. MEHLMAN

1438 Main St.

Carolina Wins Over Citadel

In one of the most colorful and spectacular games in many years, the Carolina Tar-heels soundly trounced the formidable Bull Dog of Citadel Thursday afternoon by the score of 28 to 0. Played at the gala Orangeburg Fair and seen by 8,000 raving fans, the game greatly raised the Georgia's status as the state race.

This was Carolina's largest win since 1905 and made seven straight victories for the Gamecocks.

The Carolina team is to be commended as a whole but as usual, Carl-

ned Clary was the outstanding star. He was petted closely by honors for Jack Dorreswarth who celebrated his returns to the game after being out from injuries by making him self in every Citadel play. It was this same player who made the McCr- edie from behind when he was in the game and return kickoff on two consecutive runs. He was also a great center.

Bob Johnson, Carolina's all-State end who has been playing against all this season, burst forth in a blaze of glory to break up every Bulldog play that came near him and it was not an uncommon thing to see him run around and get the runner from the other side of the line.

Paul Gaffney and Orrie Bramlett kept the center of the line intact while Ernest Stokes kept up his great play- ing which was started in the N. C. State and Davidson games.

The Carolina team had its first two games, but Carolina made 34 yards from scrimmage while the Citadel was only able to pick up 15.

Citadel's total of 15 points was gained through a total number of 10 passes, without completing but 7 of them for the sum of 60 yards. Caro- lina did not complete a pass, but 2 of them being completed for only 4 yards.

The only lateral pass of the game was attempted by Carolina who de- cided 14 yards from the effort.
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